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Secret societies have both fascinated and frightened people for hundreds of years. Often the

infamous Illuminati is mentioned as the core of conspiracies which span the globe. The Illuminati is

actually a historical secret society which had goals of revolutions and world domination dating back

to the 1770s.  Since then, rumors and conspiracy theories involving the Illuminati continue to

spread, sometimes finding their way into popular novels like Dan Brown's Angels & Demons and

Hollywood movies like Lara Croft: Tomb Raider. More recently, music videos, award shows, and

sporting events are said to be somehow connected. Some men have even come forward claiming to

be former members, offering details of what they allege are the inner workings of the organization. 

When you sift through all of the information available on the subject, you may be surprised that the

truth is stranger than fiction. In The Illuminati: Facts & Fiction, conspiracy and occult expert Mark

Dice separates history from Hollywood and shows why tales of the secret society won't die.  -

Original Writings and Documents  - Purported Texts  - Freemasonry's Connections  - The Georgia

Guidestones  - Alleged Victims and Defectors  - Aliens and Reptillians  - Activists and Eyewitnesses 

- Fictional Books  - Fictional Films  - TV references  - Mainstream Media Manipulation  -

Documentary Films  - The Music Industry  - Rappers and Pop Stars  - Pre-Illuminati Organizations  -

The Luciferian Doctrine  - The Federal Reserve  - Skull and Bones  - The Bilderberg Group  -

Bohemian Grove  - The Council on Foreign Relations  - The Franklin Cover-up  - Sex Magic -

Election Fraud  - The Necronomicon  - The Secret Doctrine  - Emerald Tablet  - The Book of Thoth 

- The Book of Dzyan  - The Report From Iron Mountain  - Protocols of the Elders of Zion  - The Holy

Grail  - MK-ULTRA Documents  - The Satanic Bible  - The Secret Doctrine  - David Rockefellerâ€™s

Memoirs  - Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism  - Secret Societies and Subversive

Movements  - Occult Theocrasy  - Externalization of the Hierarchy  - None Dare Call It Conspiracy  -

Magick: In Theory and Practice  - Bloodlines of the Illuminati  - The Lexicon of Freemasonry  -

Morals and Dogma  - The Secret Teachings of All Ages - Myron Fagan  - Edith Miller  - Gary Allen  -

Abbe Barruel  - Nesta Webster  - Anthony J. Hilder  - John Robison  - Johnny Gosch  - William

Morgan  - Chris Jones, former Bohemian Grove employee  - Ted Gunderson former FBI Agent  -

John Todd  - Bill Schnoebelen  - Mike Warnke  - Cathy Oâ€™Brien  - Aleister Crowley  - Alice Bailey 

- Benjamine CrÃ¨me - William Cooper  - Carol Quigley  - Zeitgeistâ€™s Peter Joseph  - Helena

Blavatsky  - Phil Schneider  - Benjamin Fulford  - Hal Turner, FBI informant  - Manly P. Hall  - Fritz

Springmeier  - Albert Pike  - Anton LaVey - David Icke  - And More By the author of The New World
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Mark Dice is a media analyst, author, and political activist who, in an entertaining and educational

way, gets people to question our celebrity obsessed culture and the role the mainstream media and

elite secret societies play in shaping our lives. Mark's YouTube channel has received over 100

million views and his viral videos have been mentioned the Fox News Channel, CNN, the Drudge

Report, TMZ, the New York Daily News, the Washington Times, and other media outlets around the

world.  He has been featured on various television shows including the History Channel's Decoded,

Ancient Aliens, and America's Book of Secrets; Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura, Secret

Societies of Hollywood on E! Channel, America Declassified on the Travel Channel, and is a

frequent guest on Coast to Coast AM, The Alex Jones Show, and more. Mark Dice is the author of

several popular books on secret societies and conspiracies, including The Illuminati: Facts &

Fiction, Big Brother: The Orwellian Nightmare Come True, The New World Order: Facts & Fiction,

The Resistance Manifesto, Inside the Illuminati, and Illuminati in the Music Industry. While much of

Mark's work confirms the existence and continued operation of the Illuminati today, he is also

dedicated to debunking conspiracy theories and hoaxes and separating the facts from the fiction;

hence the "Facts & Fiction" subtitle for several of his books. He has a bachelor's degree in

communication from California State University.

Illuminati: Fact & Fiction. In an age where just about anyone can publish any old crap and call it a

"book", this one stands out. It has been years since I have read a book as concisely researched,



tightly edited, and well written. I'm a writer myself and know how difficult the process can be. If you

want information on the Illuminati that makes sense of the information you already have and fills in

what you need to know, this is the only book you need.

Very informative, simply lays out the facts providing sources and then allows you to determine the

truth, if you dare. Mark Dice is brilliant with his insight and this book certainly explains, clarifies and

puts in order those things I already suspected plus exposes so much more. I can't set this book

down.

After scanning other five-star reviews, I believe others have said it all. This book is a gripping

account of a reality so shocking I wish it were not true. Mr. Dice documents his sources. A long list

of reference works spanning over 200 years is sprinkled throughout the book.

The year 1785 was when the secretive and treacherous Illuminati had their covert power officially

abolished. Dice knows better, and his readers can peek into why in this book. His premise is that

evil conspirators still hoard and wield power in today's society. The occultist illumined ones are not

merely an artifact of history.In my view, Dice is correct in his analysis that there currently are - as he

puts it on page 8 - underlying forces that are directing a larger operation and that some of the

complicit participants are actually pawns in a larger conspiracy. He offers clear and readable

explanations of the current reality and some of the historical background that has led to it.Dice has

seen through much mainstream mendacity to reveal some of the lies so many have been lured into

believing. For instance, he knows that Osama bin Laden died back in 2001, and that the myth of his

continued existence in subsequent years was intentionally misleading for strategic reasons. And

thumbs up to him for seeing through much of the glut of dis-information surrounding this topic of the

Illuminati. He takes the wind out of the sails of certain spurious ships launched by the likes of David

Icke, Dan Brown, Peter Joseph, and other provocateurs who are poisoning the well whether

intentionally or inadvertently. Dice has a knack for setting the record straight.The edition I read had

some editing issues. Misspellings pop up occasionally, such as -- 'of' when 'off' was meant; 'to'

when 'too' was meant, etc. He even spelled John Lennon's name as John Lenin at one point. But

these minor mistakes should be overlooked, because on the whole, Dice hits the bulls-eye, offering

judicious analyses that both deserve, and in my estimation, even need to be read and understood.

Good overview of the Illuminati and it's many faces in society and hidden society. Writing style is



easy to understand. Lots of interesting facts I have always wondered about, though he is wrong

about the Book of Mormon being a fraud.

Though the Illuminati was founded during 1700s, the book discusses how secret societies started

long ago dating back in the earlier civilizations.I am no conspiracy theorist. I just wanted to know

something about the illuminati. Thankfully, the author Mark Dice is very knowledgeable about this

subject and reveals us every information about the Illuminati with proof. In his book the illuminati

facts and fiction, the author seems like a skeptic who doesn't just take every information and

considers it truth. I've seen documentaries and videos about the "illuminati" or may have connection

to, that I though was the truth. Unfortunately, there are information out there that are meant to sway

us away from the truth. Mark did many research regarding about the illuminati and its practice and

history along with facts and proof. If you don't know much about the illuminati, this book will

enlighten you regarding that subject. Mark discusses illuminati's practices and history along with

facts!Let love guide you. Namaste.

Surprisingly good, well researched, logical and very informative. Many truths to this book, I'm not

convinced by everything but this book paints a good picture of the globalists, I don't think the

globalists call themselves the Illuminati, The word Illuminati is a smokescreen in my opinion, the

concept of the Illuminati is true ( global elitists - top bankers, businessmen, politicians etc) that

dominate most world governments through the financial, military,media, educational and

governmental sectors that promote their own interests, which is more power and profit, they keep

the masses distracted, we get educated to become loyal workers.They need us to consume their

companies products and to keep things running. However this book is written by a christian and

through out this book he pushes that belief system, which is fine but not everyone will see eye to

eye with that. I don't but still this is a good read.

This book digs into the general New World Order conspiracy with many details. If anyone wants to

know more about secret societies and what they have been doing, buy this book. I recommend

every one to read this book and really educate yourself and others.
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